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Imagine being able to have that work-life balance and ditch the 9-to-5 grind.Discover

freedom and flexibility, shape your work around your life, and experience the transformative

power of pursuing your dreams and goals.Join the world ofPersonal Development and

Success Creation! We work in partnership with a global company which distributes award

winning educational products to clients worldwide. These products are designed to educate

people to think effectively for themselves so they can make positive changes to their lives,

enabling them to achieve their lifelong desires.This is a wonderful opportunity

forindependent contractorsas it's a performance-based income that relies on your passion

and perseverance to create success. There's no need to stock products as everything is

online.We offer a ready-to-go online business system that has been proven to work. It's ideal for

those with entrepreneurial spirit, so they can work part-time and potentially earn a full-time

income. With the latest technology and effective processes, we offer a true opportunity to

earn an unlimited income and have more free time.The only prerequisite is having a minimum of

4 years working for a company or in your own business. You MUST be an Australian or New

Zealand citizen or resident.What is on offer:Work from home and set your own hours—you

just need a laptop and phoneStart part-time while maintaining your current job, then smoothly

transition to your new remote lifeUse a simple proven system and a well-designed range of

custom business tools with 1:1 supportComprehensive training and an ongoing support

networkExperience remarkable personal and financial growthWhat you will be

doing:Engaging with qualified candidates and conducting short scripted business

interviewsCreate marketing for online advertising and social media, extensive training
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givenEstablishing, coaching and mentoring your own team, lead by exampleParticipating in

online weekly training sessions for ongoing upskilling and professional developmentImmerse

yourself in our award-winning Personal Development materials – become a product of the

product and remain an active student of self growthAnd here's the best part:You don't need

experience in this industry however it is essential that you are ready to take on a journey of

working independently and for yourselfWe give ongoing training and full support for your

successYou'll join a supportive community of like-minded peopleYou'll see your own

personal growth and help others growFind out about all the possibilities waiting for you by

registering NOW. We'll do an initial 5-10 minute interview to see if this is a good fit for you.
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